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The approximation of unbounded functions by positive linear operators under
multiplier enlargement is investigated. It is shown that a very wide class of positive
linear operators can be used to approximate functions with arbitrary growth on the
real line. Estimates are given in terms of the usual quantities which appear in the
Shisha-Mond theorem. Examples are provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a great amount of research concerning the
approximation of unbounded functions by means of positive linear operators.
In particular, we cite works of Hsu [7,8], Hsu and Wang [9], Walk [19],
Muller and Walk [14], Eisenberg and Wood [4,5], Ditzian [3], and Rathore
[15 I.

In the papers [4,5,7,8,91, the technique of multiplier enlargement was
employed. Let {L n } be a sequence of linear operators mapping CI -a, a1to
CI-b,bl such that L n is positive on [-b,b], or mapping ClO,al to ClO,bj
such that L n is positive on [0, bI, where °< b::;;; a. Let {an} be a sequence of
positive numbers which is strictly increasing to infinity. For jE C(-oo, (0)
and x E (-00, (0), or jE ClO, 00 1 and x E [0,001, the sequence {L n } takes
the form Ln(f(unt), x/un) and this modified operator is positive for all n so
large that Ix/ani::;;; b.

In the papers cited above, convergence results for unbounded functions
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were obtained under the assumption that the functions satisfied some growth
condition (e.g., exponential type). An exception to this was noted by Hsu
[8]. Let Hn(f; x) be the Hermite-Fejer interpolatory polynomial of degree
~2n - 1. Then

(1.1 )

where xkn = cos((2k - 1)/2n) n, k = 1, 2,... , n, are the zeros of the
Tschebycheff polynomial Tn(x). Hsu showed that, for any fE C(-00, (0).

uniformly on compact subsets of (-00, (0), provided that jan f was properly
chosen. An estimate for the rate of convergence was obtained by Eisenberg
and Wood [5].

In [8], Hsu pointed out that, for the Bernstein polynomials and the
Landau polynomials, convergence properties have been established only for
certain classes of functions with restricted orders of growth along the real
axis. He then stated that perhaps the Hermite-Fejer polynomials may be the
most suitable ones that can be conveniently modified so as to approximate
arbitrary non-bounded, continuous functions on (-00, (0). In this paper we
show that such is not the case. We prove, in Section 2, that a very broad
class of positive linear operators can be modified by multiplier enlargement
so as to approximate any function which is continuous on (- 00, 00 ).

Examples are given in Section 3.

2. MAIN RESULT

In the sequel let ek(x) = xk, k = 0, 1,2,.... We note the following. As a
consequence of the Riesz representation theorem, if {L n } is a sequence of
positive linear operator mapping C[a, b] to C[c, dj, where Ie, d] <;; [a, bj,
then, for each n, Ln(f(I),X) involves values off(l) only for IE [a,b]. This
fact insures that, if f is continuous on (-00, (0), then the restriction of f to
[a, b] is continuous and the growth rate of f is not a factor in determining
whether or not Ln(f) exists for each n. Specific examples of such operators
are the Bernstein polynomials, the Hermite-Fejer polynomials and the
variation-diminishing splines of Marsden and Schoenberg [12, 13, 4].

We shall have need of the following lemmas.

LEMMA 2.1 (compare with [5 D. Let {an f be a positive sequence, strictly
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increasing to 00. Let Q and its derivative, Q', be positive, increasing
functions on [0,00]. If p > I and g(x) = [Q(anlxl) IPfor x E [-a, a], then

w(g, h) ~ han p[Q(ana)jP-l Q'(ana).

Here w( g, h) denotes the modulus of continuity of g on [-a, a land
0< h <a.

Proof Since QP(x) is convex, it follows that for g(x) = QP(alxl),

Ixl ~a,
w( g, h) = QP(aa) - QP(a(a - h»

= ahpQP-l(() Q'm,

where a(a - h) ~,~ aa. Since Q and Q' are increasing, it follows that

w(g, h) ~ ahpQP-l(aa) Q'(aa).

LEMMA 2.2. Let {L n} be a sequence of linear operators that map
C[-a, a] to C[ -b, b ], °<b <a, such that, for each n, L n is positive on
[-b, b]. Let Q and its derivative, Q', be positive, increasing functions on
[0,00], and let {an} be a positive sequence, strictly increasing to 00. Let
-00 < a ~ x ~P< +00 and choose N so that x/an e[-b, b] for any n > N
andfor all xE [a,pl. Ifp > I and ifn > N, then

Ln(QP(anltl), x/an) ~ QP(lxl)(l + IILn(eo) - III)
+ (1ILn(eo)11 + l)Pna nPQP-l(ana)Q'(ana),

where p~=max{Ln((t-y)2,y):-b~y~b} and the norms are sup norms
over [-b, b].

Proof Let gn(t)=QP(anltl) and let n>N. Since gn(t)EC[-a,al,
x/an E I-b, bl, and L n is positive on [-b, bj, we can apply the theorem of
Shisha and Mond [16] to obtain

ILn (gn(t), :J -gn (:J I~ (I +Ln (eo' ;,)) w(gn,Pn)

+ Ign (:J "/1 - L n (eo, ~] I,
where w( gn' .) is the modulus of continuity of gn over I-a, a I. From
Lemma 2.1,

The proof of the lemma is completed by observing that gn(x/an}= flP(lxl).
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We can now establish our main result.

THEOREM 2.3. Let fE C(-oo, (0) and let Q, and its derivative, QI, be
positive increasing functions on [0, (0). Let p> land l/p + l/p' = 1.
Assume f(t) = O(Q(ltl)ltI Z/P ' + tZ)(ltl--+ (0), and let {an} be a positive
sequence, strictly increasing to 00. Let {L n} be a sequence of linear operators
from C[-a, a] to C[-b, b], °< b < a, such that L n is positive on [-b, b I.
Let b> 0, -00 <a - b <a <,x <: /3 < /3 +b < 00, and choose N so large
that x/an c[-b, b]. Then, for x E [a,/3] and n > N,

IL n (f(ant), :J -f(x) I

<: w~(f, anPn)(IIL n(eo)1I + I)

2 (11fll CIM)+ (anp n) 7 +~ + Ilfll·IILn(eo) - III

e lip'

zM )2IP' P(I I I I+ b2lp ' (anPn {Q x)(1 + ILn(eo) - II)

+ (IILn(eo)11 + I)PnanpQP-I(ana)Q'(anaW'P,

where w~(f, .) denotes the modulus of continuity off over [a - b, /3 - b],
IILn(eo) - III and IILn(eo)11 are uniform norms over [-b, b], Ilfll is the
uniform norm over [a, /3], Cl' Cz are positive constants which depend only
on f and M is a positive constant which depends only on b, a and /3.

Proof Minor modifications to Theorem 2 of [IS, p. 1021, yield

IL n (f(ant), ~'J -f(x) I

<: wi!. unPn)(IILn(eo)11 + I)

Z (11fll elM)+ (anp n) 7+&2 +llfll·IILn(eo)-III

e Mllp' , X)) lip
+ ~Z/P' (anPn)2/P' (L n (QP(an1tl), an .

Applying Lemma 2.2 to Ln(QP(unItl), x/an) yields the result.

Remarks 1. Our estimate does not require that one evaluate or find an
upper bound for LnCQP, x). Rather, one only needs the usual quantities
II Ln(eo)11, IILn(eo)-III and Ln((t-x)Z, x), as in the Shisha-Mond theorem
[161. Compare with 13,4,14,151.
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Remark 2. The theorem is easily modified in case jE C[O, 00) and°<a < fJ < 00. See Section 3.

Remarks 3. Let eXPI x == eX and eXPk x == exp(exPK_l x), k == 2, 3, 4,... ,
and let In1n==lnn, InKn==ln(lnK_1n), K==2,3,.... If fl(t)==exPKt and
an==lnK+1n for same K, then fl(an) ==In nand fl'(an)==(ln1n) (ln2 n) .. ·
(InK n) ~ (In n)K. If lin == O(n -r) for same r > 0, then our estimate has the
simpler form

where p' > I and Ai' i == 1,2,3,4, are constants.

Remarks 4. The multiplier enlargement process worsens the degree of
approximation somewhat, Le., /1 n in the Shisha-Mond theorem [161 becomes
an/1n , in Theorem 2.3. Note the example in Section 3.

Remarks 5. Suppose {Knl is a sequence of linear operators from C[e, d]
to C[e + 11, d - 11j, °< 11 < (d - e)/2, such that K n is positive on [e + 11,
d-11j. Let g be the linear map from [-I,ll onto [e+11,d-11I. g-I then
maps [c,d] onto [(e-d)/(d-e-211), (d-e)/(d-e-211)]. Thus, if
jE C[(e - d)/(d - e - 211), (d - e)/(d - e - 211)j, the sequence, lLnl, where,
foryE[-I,lj,

is positive on [-1, Ij. Theorem 2.3 can be applied to ~Lnf.

3. ApPLICATIONS

3.1. Variation Diminishing Splines

Let n ~ 1, m ~ 2 be integers and 1== m + n - 2. Let Nix), j == 0, 1,... , I, be
the functions defined by Marsden and Schoenberg [13, p. 66], and let ~j be
the nodes defined by [13, p. 66]. With a function j(t) defined on [0, I],
associate the B-splines

I

Sm.n(f; x) == ::. j(~j)Nix),
j~O

(3.1 )

where °~ x ~ 1, having knots X o == 0, XI == I/n,..., x n == I, and degree m - I
(see [13, p. 68]). As noted in [13], the operators (3.1) are positive on [0,11.
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(iv)

Let liJ(x) = Sm,n((t - X)2; x). We shall need the following result, which
combines Lemma 3, relation (4.13) and relation (2.4) of [131.

LEMMA 3.1. (i)Sm.n(eo;x) = L O<x< I;

(ii) if3<m:;;;;n+2,thenli7:;;;; 2
m

"O:;;;;x< 1;
1 n"

(iii) if m > n + 2, then ,u7:;;;; (I . 0< x < 1; and
4 m - 2)

, 2 1
if m = 2. then Ii t < -2' °< x < I.

4n

THEOREM 3.2. Let lip + lip' = I, where p > 1. Let °< a:;;;; x:;;;; fJ < 00

and JE qo, 00], Let k be a positive integer such that J(x) = 0
(exPk(x) X21p ' + x2), x ---> 00. Choose J such that x E [0, Ink+ 1J], Let 6 >°be
such that °< a - 6. Let at = InK + J/) Then:

(i) if3:;;;;m:;;;;n+2andl?:-J.

(~ (.!!!-) 1.'2 ) 2 [ill C I(f) M(15, a, fJ) J
+ n 12 15 2 + 62

C2(J)M 1/
P' ('In(l) (m )1'2)2IP'

+ b2/P' -n- 12 ·0(1), (3.2)

as 1---> 00, where II J II and the constants have the same meaning as in
Theorem 2.3 and wb(J, .) is the modulus oj continuity oj J over [a - 6.
fJ + l5] c [0, 00).

(ii) ifm > n + 2 and I?:-J, then (In(l)ln) (mI12)12 in (3.2) is replaced
by In(l)/(2(m - 2)1/2);

(iii) if m = 2 and I ?:-J, then (In(l)ln) (m/12)'12 in (3.2) is replaced by
In(l)/2n.

Proof Use Lemma 3.1, Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.
Theorem 3.2 improves Theorem 4.5 of [4]. which was stated for

f(x) = O(exp(x)). For the choice n = 1, we obtain an estimate for the
Bernstein polynomial of degree m - 1 under multiplier enlargement. In this
particular case, Theorem 3.2 improves Chlodovsky's result [11, p. 36 j, which
was established for f(x) = O(exp(x)).
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3.2. Convolution Operators

Let w(x) be non-negative. even and Lebesgue integrable on [-1. II.
Assume w is bounded and bounded away from O. on closed subintervals of
(-I. I). Let {Qn(x)} be the sequence of orthonormal polynomials on [-I. I]
corresponding to w(x). Let x t.2n and x 2,2n be the two smallest positive zeros
of Q2n(X). Define the sequence of polynomials, PLAt)}, by

n = 1,2,....

where C II is chosen so that J~ t An{t) dt = I. Define the sequence of operators
{Ani. by
An(f;x)=f~ilzJ(t)A.n{t-x)dt. Then jAn} is a sequence of positive

linear operators from C[-1/2, 1/2] to C[-I}. I}]. where 0 < I} <!.
In [2, p. 183] (see also [1 J), it is shown that there are absolute constants

ao. at, a2 such that

and

i = 0, I (3.3)

(3.4)

Furthermore. IIAn(eo)lll-n.nl < I for n = 1.2..... The operators An provide an
optimal order of approximation to function in C[ -I}. I}I by means of linear.
positive. algebraic polynomial operators [2. Chap. 61.

Combining (3.3). (3.4) and Theorem 2.3. we have

THEOREM 3.3. Let fE C(-00, (0) and let k be a positive integer and
pi> I such thatf(x) = 0 (exPk Ikllxl 2iP ' +x2).lxl ....... 00. Let an = Ink+t(n).
Let a <x <(J and let fJ. I} be positive numbers with a < I} < ~. Choose N such
that x E [-I}aN , I}av ]' Then, if jA n} is the sequence of operators defined
above and if n >N, we have

(
In(n). r::-)2 (J!!JL Ct(f)M(fJ,a.(J»)

+ . n Va 2 15 2 + 152

II!II
ao C2(f) MtiP' (In(n) r::-) 2ip' . O( )

+ n4+ J2iP' n Va2 I.
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as n~ 00, where ao, a2 are from (3.3) and (3.4) and w~, Ilfll and the
remaining constants are as in Theorem 2.3.

In Theorem 3.3, if 1 <p' ~ 2. then the rate of convergence is governed by
I/n 1

-< for any e, O<e< 1. In the case of IAn(f(t);x)-f(x)l, where
fE C[-1/2, 1/2] and x E [-17,17], the rate of convergence is governed by
lin. In view of the fact that {An(f(t); x)} is optimal on [-17,17], the estimate
given by Theorem 3.3 is possibly the best that can be obtained for positive,
polynomial operators under multiplier enlargement.

3.3. An Optimal Discrete Polynomial Operator

Let {Qn(t)} denote the sequence of orthonormal Legendre polynomials on
[-I, I] with weight function w(x)== 1. If Pn(t)=Qn(2t-I), then {Pn(t)} is
orthonormal on [0, II with weight function w(x) == 2. Let 0 < X l.n <
x 2.n< .. , <xn,n < 1 be the zeros of Pn(t). Let Yl.2n and YUn be the two
smallest positive zeros of Q2n(t). Let R net) be defined by

where en is chosen so that

.1

I Rn(t) dt = 1.
. -I

n = 1. 2,... ,

(3.5)

For each n = 1,2,... , let Aun • k = 1.2,..., 2n, be the Cotes numbers which
arise in the Gauss quadrature formula applied to [0. 1] and based on the
zeros of P2n(t). Let PUn' k = - n, -n + I,..., -I. 1,2...., n, be the Cotes
numbers which arise in the Gauss quadrature formula applied to [-I, 11 and
based on the zeros of Q2n(t) (see, e.g., [18, p. 47]).

For each n = 1. 2,.... define the operator Kn by

KIl(f(t); x) = 1 ~ f(x k . 21l ) AUIlRIl(Xk.21l - x). (3.6)
k~l

Kn is a positive linear operator from C[0, 11 to C[ 17. I - 17], 0 < 17 < 1- In
[17], it is shown that the sequence, {Kllf, is optimal in the sense of DeVore
[2. Chap. 6]. Specifically, there are absolute constants, ao, a l and a2 • such
that

and

i=O.I,n= 1,2..... (3.7)

n = 1.2,.... (3.8 )
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In addition, IIKn(eo)11 < 1 for n = 1,2,.... We also note that the constant Cn

defined by (3.5) is given by

THEOREM 3.4. Let ~,'l be positive numbers with 0 < '1 < i- Let
fE C(-oo, (0) and choose a positive integer k and pi > I such thatf(x) = 0
(exPklxllxlz/P' + x. Let an = Ink + I(n). Let -00 < a ~ x ~ fJ < 00. Choose N
so that xE [-aN' aN]' For the operators, K n , dfjined by (3.6) we have

as n -+ 00, where ao, a z are from (3.7) and (3.8), g is the linear transfor
mation mapping [-1,1] to [IJ, l-IJ] and w 8 • IIfll and the remaining
constants are as in Theorem 2.3.

Proof Use (3.7), (3.8) and Theorem 2.3, and Remark 5.
The comments following Theorem 3.3 apply equally well to Theorem 3.4.
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